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Hello again. Are you ready for the new
transmission of energy and information? I am
ready. It has been a beautiful day – a high energy
day – just perfect for us to settle your body and
allow it to be at rest. Allow your mind to open and
allow your attention to move into your body of light
consciousness. A state of being. Perhaps you
might sense your body of light as a body of light
emerging from your physicality, and just feel the
difference. Feel the beautiful energy that has and
now feel yourself being drawn together with me
and we move into the receiving area of the Station
of Light.
The vibration is different here to what is normally
around you on Earth so it is easy to identify this as
a separate space, a gathering space, one where
you can feel the energy of the Earth station moving
away from you, giving you space and the sense of
being free to return to a state of consciousness
very familiar to many of you. This is how we begin
this day and you would feel yourself relaxed and at
ease in this space. You may also sense the energy
building and then a portal appears and Orem
presents himself into this space with us.

“Greetings Beloved and indeed I observe you all
and I am calling in other ones to be with you here.
The calling goes out to everyone who is prepared to
recognise the energy frequency and to allow that
aspect of themselves to be here in this space. Even
if they were in the state of sleep, they can be aware
of this energy calling and would be here with you,
with us, in this space.
You will be identifying many areas around you in
your living space and in the Earth space that have
pockets of increased energy. You are becoming
more aware of this and wanting to identify them or
perhaps visit those spaces. Also you would need to
identify the connecting points in a corresponding
network, or grid system, in the energy matrix that
overlays the Earth station, and this is what you in
particular resonate with.
At times you are drawn into different levels and the
different levels might be associated with different
thought patterns and different activities and different
stations, such as this station of light that you are
within here. It is all part of the dimensional energy
frequencies and these do move in accordance with
attention that is drawn into them and the number of
light beings who are drawn into those spaces for
particular purposes.
The purposes change in accordance with what is
needed deeper into the manifested world of Earth
and also appropriately what is needed to be drawn
in from a different dimensional frequency to balance
or uplift, or restore, repairing in some way. It is not
easy to define it into the languages that you would
want to know, and if you were to study the different
layers, that may indeed distract you from the energy
flowing through all of creation and it is the energy
that you would be needing to identify and allow
yourself to connect with.
In this space you are connecting with an energy
frequency beyond this particular receiving area of
the Station and so you can see that there is uplifting
occurring around you and through you and for you.

Allow yourself the freedom to be drawn into the
threads, or the channels, of energy presented here.
You are observed always. You are guided in this
space, so that you are maintaining a network within
the group and you would also be able to sufficiently
identify the particular words and actions needed for
you.
You have been finding that the more information
you read or hear or see, you feel you can shift
perspectives and perhaps it draws you in one
positioning, or it could have the opposite effect of
excluding yourself from all. This is why the attention
should be on the energy flowing throughout
whatever you are observing and receiving.
If the energy resonates with you, then you would
find you can proceed easily and safely, just as in this
time you have resonated with a particular energy
coming forth and you are moving through another
portal which allows you to meet again within the
crystalline city of light structure.
We have not drawn you into this space over recent
messages. The focus has been on other issues, but
in this transmission you are directly positioned
again within the energy frequency of the crystalline
city of light. You may feel yourself responding to
this. In particular, many of the receiving energy
circuits you have existing in your energy body of
light here are identifying certain aspects of this
civilisation and there is a drawing into some of those
centres within you of some of those aspects for you
to recognise and to understand the changes which
are occurring in the dimension around you on the
Earth station.
The changes are occurring as a result of you
absorbing higher light energy frequencies. So, the
continual practice that you have of raising yourself
above the limits of the Earth station, going through
to the edge of your consciousness field, allows you
to draw into you altered frequency patterns.

In this instance you are being enhanced by the
energy of this crystalline energy through you. It
contains specific elements needed both for your
energy form here and for the structured organic
energy system of your human form. You exist in
multi layers and multi dimensions, so whatever it is
you are needing individually, you are drawing upon
in this presentation to you in this area in the
crystalline frequency. There will be continuing
visions you may experience, overlaying what you
may be seeing with physical eyesight and what will
be appearing is part of the civilisation of the
crystalline frequency and also some of the Beings
who exist in that level of energy. These are coming
forward to express their greeting and welcome to
you in this space. “

“I am known as Su Yan Ra and I am of this energy
frequency and I am welcoming you into this space
at this time. You will recall that I presented you with
an aspect of this energy, a sphere, at the conclusion
of a recent visitation you had to the Station. This is
ongoing and is being assessed within you presently
here so that we may observe how you are
interacting with the energy of this.
It will be having many different effects on you. For
some it may be correcting some fragmentation or
distortion in your physical cellular network, which of
course is your physical humanoid form, and for
others it may be reminding you of existences you
had previously and also it will be helping to clear
some of the implanted ideas that are manifested
into the human life, right from your moment of birth,
because you are presented with an ongoing level of
constraint or domination or levels of fear or anxiety.
What we are presenting you with during these
sessions along with Commander Orem and others,
is to help you identify the distorted senses and
layers so that you access more freely the higher
energy frequency you receive in this crystalline
energy space. This is what I have come to
communicate to you in this space. I acknowledge
the activity and how you respond to it. “

“Orem again with you in this space. You appear to
be suffused with that essence that that Being
brought to you in this space and I want you to retain
the memory of that, so I am drawing you back from
the crystalline energy, back through the portal into
the receiving area of the Station.
Here you will know also that adjustments are taking
place. You are surrounded by us – many of us who
work with you in this space and this is for the
purpose of checking you and visually helping you to
adapt to the change, because even as you release
some of the very deeply implanted thought patterns
and emotional responses, you feel the difference
and in this space we want you to be accepting of the
difference, so that you feel the strength and the
clarity in your body of light here and that will help
you complete the integration of it into your physical
aspect, and complete the process of you allowing
yourself to adopt the stronger sense of presence
within the energy field and the stronger sense of
what you bring in to the energy field around you, and
to all of life around you, and to all of the people you
come into contact with.
We also give you the suggestion that you will be
very strong as the result of this infused energy.
I leave all of this with you Beloved as you continue
the adaptation and integration

Orem out “

Lani speaking again. I am filled with joy and
gratitude for these Beings who help us in these
sessions.
Do you feel the difference and do you feel each time
you listen to the messages you go to a deeper state
of consciousness and you understand more and
you change? That is the purpose of me bringing
these transmissions to you and I do accept that it is
hard to remember the words, but the energy should
be easily remembered and absorbed within you.
The sense in this gathering space here of you all is
one of joy and with that I ask you to be aware that
you are returning to your physical body, really
moving into this body, energising it, remembering
that many of the faults have been cleared and also
many of the controlling thought patterns and
emotional reactions have been cleared from you.
My question now to you is how do you feel and how
are you going to act in response to circumstances
around you? How will you be?
Enjoy the process of change and observing yourself
change.
I close the portal now that this transmission is
complete.
Thank you and I look forward to the next time we
gather together.
.
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